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I. Introduction
Patents are often written in a manner such that one part of
a process is required to be performed by one person or entity and
another part of the process is required to be performed by
another person or entity. The infringement of these claims is
sometimes referred to as “joint” or “divided” infringement. These
divided claims have presented significant issues for litigants and
courts to deal with in patent cases and have serious repercus‐
sions for how claims should be drafted. In particular, a number
of cases were decided by the Federal Circuit between 2007 and
2011. These cases set forth various rules for assessing infringe‐
ment of divided claims. The rules are complex and treat claims
quite differently depending on how they were drafted, including
treating “method” claims differently than “system” claims. Fur‐
thermore, some judges of the Federal Circuit have recently ques‐
tioned whether the cases were correctly decided and whether
they are inconsistent. Accordingly, the Federal Circuit quite re‐
cently decided to review two of those cases en banc – Akamai
Techs., Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 1 and McKesson Techs., Inc.
*
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v. Epic Systems Corp. 2 These cases may change or clarify some of
the rules regarding joint infringement. In the meantime, practi‐
tioners must continue to consider and adapt to the rapidly chang‐
ing landscape of this area of the law.
Many cases with divided claims also include allegations of
indirect infringement, which is a separate doctrine, and recent
cases have also changed the standards for providing indirect in‐
fringement. Consequently, this article examines the law as it is
today and discusses the implications of the case law for issues re‐
garding opinions of counsel, litigation, contract counseling and
claim drafting, all with the understanding that we must practice
in a world of uncertainty in this area of law.
II. A Practical Example
The complexities of divided infringement can perhaps best
be addressed and understood by using a practical example. Con‐
sider a patent that includes a four‐step process that occurs using
a networked computer. The first 3 steps are performed by the
company that sells the product and software to the user. The
fourth step is performed by the user on his computer. This is es‐
sentially a simplified, abstract description of the invention de‐
scribed in Centillion Data Sys., LLC v. Quest Comms. Int’l, Inc., 3
which was a system for collecting, processing, and delivering in‐
formation from a service provider, such as a telephone company,
to a customer. 4 On the “back‐end,” the company stores records
(step 1), generates reports from those records (step 2), and
transfers those reports and records to a user (step 3). 5 On the
“front‐end,” the user performs additional processing of the re‐
ports and records sent to him (step 4), presumably using soft‐
ware on his home computer. 6

2

No. 2010-1291, 2011 WL 2173401 (Fed. Cir. May 26, 2011).
631 F.3d 1279 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
4
See id. at 1281 (describing function of Centillion’s ‘270 patent).
5
See id. (describing the system for processing information).
6
See id. (clarifying the methods by which the transaction records are processed).
3
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First, assume that the patent claim is written such that the
invention is a “method” with these four steps. Is there infringe‐
ment if an accused product is used this way? As the law stands
today, the answer is no, assuming the user is just a customer of
the company that sells the software and performs the back end
steps. 7 Because one person does not perform each and every
step, there is no direct infringement. 8
Second, assume that the patent claim is written such that
the invention is a “system” with these four steps. Is there in‐
fringement if an accused product is used this way? This changes
the result. 9 As the law stands today, there is infringement by the
user in this situation. 10 There is no direct infringement by the
company, however, unless the user has an agency relationship
with the company or other contractual obligation to perform the
steps. 11 There may be indirect infringement, as discussed be‐
low. 12
Third, assume that the patent claim is again written as
“method,” but now it only includes the first three steps, not the
fourth. In this case, there is infringement by a company that per‐
forms these back end steps, because there is no divided infringe‐
ment, i.e., no third‐party steps are used in the practice of the
claim. 13
Fourth, assume again that the claim is a “method” claim
with all four steps. Now, however, assume that the person per‐
7

See Akamai Techs., Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 629 F.3d 1311, 1318-19
(Fed. Cir. 2010) (stating the law regarding the liability of customers in infringement cases).
8
See id. at 1320 (holding no direct infringement without at least one party acting as
an agent).
9
See Centillion Data Sys., 631 F.3d at 1283-84 (clarifying what constitutes “use” in
an infringement case).
10
See id. (expanding upon the definition of “use”).
11
See id. at 1287 (reasoning a company can be vicariously liable for infringement
when one party controls or directs the actions of another).
12
See id. (articulating Centillion’s reliance on indirect infringement claim is misplaced).
13
See id. (contrasting the author’s example from Centillion where third-party steps
were present).
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forming the fourth step—the front‐end step—is not just a cus‐
tomer of the company that performs the back‐end steps, but in‐
stead is an agent of the company or is contractually obligated to
perform the step. As the law currently stands today, in this case,
there is no infringement by the user, but there is infringement by
the company on the basis of vicarious liability. 14
In the second example above, in which the only infringer
is an end user, rather than the company that makes the software
and operates the back end of the system, a patent holder may
want to pursue litigation against the company, rather than indi‐
vidual customers. To do this, however, the patent holder must
rely on theories of indirect infringement, which have two
branches: induced infringement and contributory infringement.15
To proceed under these theories, however, the patent holder
needs to show intent, which raises new potential obstacles for
the patent holder. 16 For example, what if the defendant company
did not know of the patent? What if the defendant company did
not think it was actually infringing the patent? What if the defen‐
dant received an opinion of counsel stating that it did not in‐
fringe? These issues will be discussed below.
As noted above, the case law is in flux regarding joint in‐
fringement, with the Federal Circuit poised to potentially alter
the rules on joint infringement when it reaches its decisions in
the McKesson and Akamai cases. 17 To practice in this changing
landscape requires an understanding of what the Court has been
doing in the past and present.

14

See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1319 (discussing when a company can be found
liable for the acts of its customers).
15
See id. at 1318-20 (explaining ways company contributed to infringement); Kyocera Wireless Corp. v. Int’l Trade Com'n, 545 F.3d 1340, 1353-54 (Fed. Cir. 2009)
(describing what is required for an alleged infringer to be found liable for induced
infringement).
16
See Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Chemque, Inc., 303 F.3d 1294, 1304-05 (Fed.
Cir. 2002) (stating induced infringement requires knowledge and specific intent of
the alleged infringer).
17
See McKesson Techs., 2011 WL 2173401, at *1 (granting a rehearing en banc);
Akamai Techs., 419 F. App’x at 989 (allowing the case to proceed en banc with an
appellate hearing).
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III. Case Law on Joint Infringement
A. History of the Cases on Joint Infringement
The doctrine of “joint infringement” or “divided infringe‐
ment” is rooted in 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), the language of which has
been interpreted to require that direct infringement of a patent
occurs only where a single party performs or uses each and every
step or element of a claimed method or product. 18 This require‐
ment is also supported by the patent statute as a whole, which—
through provisions pertaining to indirect infringement—also
provides liability for situations where a party participates in or
encourages patent infringement but does not directly infringe. 19
Indirect infringement still requires a finding that some party
amongst the accused actors be a direct infringer, however. 20
The statutory sections governing direct and indirect in‐
fringement appear straightforward and simple in their applica‐
tion. 21 Infringement can become a highly complex determina‐
tion, however, depending on the types of claims being asserted
and the business relationships of one or more accused infring‐
ers. 22 The interplay between the statutory provisions dealing
with direct and indirect infringement and their application to the
18

See 35 U.S.C. § 271(a) (2006) (providing “[W]hoever without authority makes,
uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the United States . . . infringes the patent.”). See also Warner-Jenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis Corp., 520
U.S. 17, 29 (1997) (determining it is essential to examine each part of a patent
claim as opposed to applying the doctrine of equivalents to the whole invention).
19
See 35 U.S.C. §§ 271(b), (c) (defining what constitutes an infringer and contributory infringer).
20
See BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P., 498 F.3d 1373, 1379 (Fed. Cir.
2007) (citing Dynacore Holdings Corp. v. U.S. Philips Corp., 363 F.3d 1263, 1272
(Fed. Cir. 2004)) (resolving the issue of whether the defendants are liable for direct
or indirect infringement and explaining that indirect infringement only occurs
where there is direct infringement).
21
See 35 U.S.C. § 271 (outlining the definition of infringement, actions which constitute infringement and remedies for infringement).
22
See McKesson Techs., 2011 WL 2173401, at *1 (questioning the situations required and the relationships of the business entities necessary to elicit a finding of
infringement in a method claim); Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1319-21 (holding
there must be a contractual or agency relationship between the parties for a finding
of joint infringement in a method claim).
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complexities of modern business can create unique challenges for
the patent practitioner. 23
The Federal Circuit has frequently considered issues of so‐
called “divided infringement” in recent years. 24 As will be dis‐
cussed below, those cases set forth rules surrounding the in‐
fringement of method and system claims where acts of multiple
parties are involved. 25 There have been disagreements about the
correctness of those decisions, however, and whether they are
consistent. 26 Consequently, the court recently signaled its intent
to clarify the law of divided infringement by calling for en banc
review of its decisions in Akamai Techs., Inc. v. Limelight Net
works, Inc., and McKesson Techs., Inc. v. Epic Sys. Corp. 27 Below we
discuss the series of cases that led to the decisions to review
these two cases en banc and the state of the law today, acknowl‐
edging that the Akamai and McKesson cases may result in further
changes or clarifications to the law. 28

23

See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1321-22 (demonstrating the infringement issues
arising from market competition, independent contractors, and delegating duties).
24
See e.g., McKesson Techs., 2011 WL 2173401 at *1 (allowing rehearing to decide the necessary relationship for contributory infringement); Akamai Techs., 629
F.3d at 1321-22 (necessitating agency relationship or contractual obligation between Limelight and the customer for direct infringement); Fromson v. Advance
Offset Plate, Inc., 720 F.2d 1565, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (allowing theory that Advance could be liable for contributory infringement based on the customers’ expected use).
25
See McKesson Techs., 2011 WL 2173401 at *1 (granting a rehearing to decide
the necessary multi-party relationships for contributory infringement); Akamai
Techs., 629 F.3d at 1321-22 (outlining the agency relationship requirements to find
infringement); Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 720 F.2d 1565, 1568 (Fed.
Cir. 1983) (finding contributory infringement grounds for liability based on the
agency theory).
26
See McKesson Techs., 2011 WL 2173401, at *1 (questioning conditions necessary to warrant either direct or contributory infringement in method claim).
27
See Akamai Techs., 419 F. App’x. at 989 (granting rehearing en banc to focus on
the question of direct versus indirect infringement); McKesson Techs., 2011 WL
2173401, at *1 (allowing rehearing en banc and asking the parties to argue the circumstances for contributory infringement liability).
28
See infra Part A (providing case law that leads to the questions being addressed
in the Akamai and McKesson cases).
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One of the Federal Circuit’s earlier cases addressing “di‐
vided infringement,” Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 29 in‐
volved systems and methods related to photographic printing
plates for use in the art of lithography—all of which required the
treatment of the plates with certain chemicals. 30 The defendants
included a company that manufactured “wipe‐on” plates, as well
as certain customers who applied the chemical coating after pur‐
chasing the plates. 31
The court simply held that “because [the manufacturer’s]
customers, not [the manufacturer], applied the . . . coating, [the
manufacturer] cannot be liable for direct infringement . . . but
could be liable for contributory infringement” 32 and remanded to
the lower court for a determination of contributory infringement
of the claims requiring the conduct of multiple actors. 33 The
court did not distinguish the asserted method claims from the
system claims, and it did not address any allegation of vicarious
liability by the manufacturer for the actions of its customers. 34
Before turning to other more recent Federal Circuit deci‐
sions, we note that there were some other cases concerning di‐
vided infringement from other courts. 35 Prior to Fromson and
the creation of the Federal Circuit, there was a Ninth Circuit case
in which the court did not specifically address divided infringe‐

29

720 F.2d at 1565.
See id. at 1566 (discussing the manufacturing process allegedly infringed upon).
The Fromson decision included no analysis, and the Federal Circuit will consider
whether this divided infringement statement was correct and if so, under which circumstances, in the en banc review of McKesson. See McKesson Techs., 2011 WL
2173401, at *1.
31
See Fromson, 720 F.2d at 1567-68 (exposing a manufacturer could be directly
liable for pre-coated plates).
32
See id. at 1568.
33
See id. at 1571 (remanding for further consideration consistent with the opinion).
34
See id. at 1567 (assuming the claims against the customer defendants are the
same as those asserted against Advance).
35
See, e.g., Crowell v. Baker Oil Tools, 143 F.2d 1003, 1004 (9th Cir. 1944) (allowing the infringing parties’ intent to be sufficient on the claim for declaratory
judgment); Treemond Co. v. Shering Corp., 122 F.2d 702, 705 (3d Cir. 1941) (stipulating no “actual controversy” without the claim that the patent is being infringed).
30
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ment, but found that there was an “actual controversy” such that
a suit could go forward where the alleged infringer had arranged
for a “friendly company” to stockpile piping necessary to manu‐
facture the allegedly infringing product. 36 The Ninth Circuit
stated that, “[i]t is obvious that one may infringe a patent if he
employ[s] an agent for that purpose or ha[s] the offending ar‐
ticles manufactured for him by an independent contractor.” 37
There are also a number of decisions from lower courts, both be‐
fore and after Fromson, but prior to the more recent Federal Cir‐
cuit decisions that are discussed below, that addressed divided
infringement in more detail. 38 These cases recognized that, in
some circumstances, a party could be liable for direct infringe‐
ment where another party performed some of the steps. 39 Some
found direct infringement based loosely on an agency theory, as
expressed in Crowell, without conducting a rigorous analysis of
whether the party was an actual “agent.” 40 Other cases found lia‐
bility if there was “some connection” between the parties, but
these cases do not define how strong that “connection” must be. 41

36

See Crowell, 143 F.2d at 1004 (reversing the judgment of the lower court and allowing the appellant to advance their claim).
37
See id. (explaining an infringer need not be the manufacturer, but may infringe
by employing another to manufacture, or assist in manufacturing the patented
product).
38
See Mobil Oil Corp. v. W.R. Grace & Co., 367 F. Supp. 207, 253 (D. Conn.
1973) (considering alternatives to direct infringement where different parties complete different steps of patented method); Marley Mouldings Ltd. v. Mikron Indus.,
Inc., No. 02 C 2866, 2003 WL 1989640, at *2-3 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 30, 2003) (outlining
the elements of divided infringement through applying precedent from prior infringement cases).
39
See Mobil Oil, 367 F. Supp. at 253 (explaining infringement can occur even
when all steps of patented method are not completed by defendant directly); Metal
Film Co. v. Metlon Corp., 316 F. Supp. 96, 110-11 (S.D.N.Y. 1970) (holding plaintiff entitled to damages for infringement by defendant even where defendant completed only one of several steps).
40
See Mobil Oil, 367 F. Supp. at 253 (indicating the last step in the manufacturing
process performed by the end-user was still infringement by the manufacturer); see
also Metal Film, 316 F. Supp. at 110 n.12 (finding the defendant was liable even
though the outside suppliers performed the first step of the process (citing Crowell,
143 F.2d at 1004)).
41
See Faroudja Labs., Inc. v. Dwin Elecs., Inc., No. 97-20010 SW., 1999 WL
111788, at *5-7 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 24, 1999) (demonstrating connection insufficient
between the defendant and the customers where three of the four steps were per-
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The holdings in these cases have largely been superseded by later
Federal Circuit cases, as will be seen below, but the reasoning
from these cases may be discussed again during the en banc re‐
view process in Akamai and McKesson. 42
More recent Federal Circuit cases have highlighted the ob‐
stacles presented to patentees attempting to prove infringement
where the actions of multiple parties combine to carry out the al‐
leged infringement. 43 In Cross Medical Prods., Inc. v. Medtronic So
famor Danek, Inc., 44 the claim involved an apparatus that in‐
cluded a lower bone interface that was “operatively joined” to (in
contact with) a bone segment. 45
The accused medical devices did not include this ele‐
ment—the bone segment and bone interface were connected by
surgeons performing operations using the defendant’s prod‐

formed by the customers,); see also E.I. Dupont de Nemours & Co. v. Monsanto
Co., 903 F. Supp. 680, 735 (D. Del. 1995) (finding the customer who completed a
majority of the process was liable although the retailer who sold the items necessary for infringement was not); Marley Mouldings, 2003 WL 1989640, at *2-3 (applying “some connection” standard to deny summary judgment for noninfringement because the defendant controlled the party performing the first steps
of the process); Hill v. Amazon, Inc., No. Civ.A.2:02-CV-186, 2006 WL 151911,
at *2 (E.D. Tex. Jan. 19, 2006) (denying motion for summary judgment for noninfringement without an agency relationship where the vendor directed its customers to perform some steps of the method); Cordis Corp. v. Medtronic Ave, Inc., 194
F. Supp. 2d 323, 349-50 (D. Del. 2002) (finding “some connection” standard was
satisfied between the medical device company that produced stents and the physicians that used the stents).
42
See On Demand Machine Corp. v. Ingram Indus., Inc. 442 F.3d 1331, 1344-45
(Fed. Cir. 2006) (holding infringement from actions of multiple parties results in
joint liability); Cross Medical Prods., Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 424
F.3d 1293, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (doubting the plaintiff can prove contributory
negligence when the defendant is not a direct infringer).
43
See On Demand, 442 F.3d at 1345 (declining to find joint infringement where the
methods were different among the parties involved and the claimed infringement
predated the current invention); Cross Medical Prods., Inc., 424 F.3d at 1310-12
(outlining the arguments presented to determine if the manufacturer or end-users of
the invention are directly infringing).
44
424 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2005).
45
See id. at 1299, 1305-06 (reviewing the facts pertaining to the patented product
and its method of use).
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ucts. 46 The patentee argued that the situation was analogous to
cases in which courts had found that a party directly infringes a
method claim when a step of the claim is performed at the direc‐
tion of, but not by, that party. 47 The court rejected this argument,
noting that “if anyone makes the claimed apparatus, it is the
surgeons, who are . . . not agents of [the defendant].” 48 The court
went on to emphasize that “a rule that governs infringement of a
method claim may not always govern infringement of an appara‐
tus claim,” 49 which requires that “the device must meet all of the
structural limitations” of the claim. 50 The court thus refused to
find the defendant a direct infringer. 51 The court remanded for a
determination as to whether surgeons directly infringed by mak‐
ing the claimed apparatus and whether the defendant could be
indirectly liable. 52
Just six months after Cross Medical, the Federal Circuit was
again presented with an appeal relating to issues of joint in‐
fringement in On Demand Machine Corp. v. Ingram Indus., Inc. 53
The patent claimed systems and methods for manufacturing a
single copy of a book, which required certain steps to be per‐
formed by a bookseller and others to be performed by a customer
wishing to make a purchase. 54 The lower court had instructed

46

See id. at 1311 (highlighting a defense to direct infringement by claiming the
surgeons are not agents of Medtronic when making the apparatus).
47
See id. (citing Shields v. Halliburton Co., 493 F. Supp. 1376, 1389 (W.D. La.
1980) and relying on evidence that the defendant’s representatives were present
during surgeries and assisted the surgeons in creating the claimed apparatus).
48
Id.
49
See id. (citing NTP, Inc. v. Research in Motion, Ltd., 418 F.3d 1282, 1317-18
(Fed. Cir. 2005)).
50
See Cross Medical Prods., Inc., 424 F.3d at 1311-12 (citing language from Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464, 1468 (Fed. Cir. 1990)
that states “[a]pparatus claims cover what a device is, not what a device does.”
(emphasis in original)).
51
See id. at 1312 (relying on the facts that “[t]he anchor seat of the device does not
contact bone until the surgeon implants it.”)
52
See id. at 1324 (finding there was a material issue of fact in question that could
be decided upon remand to the lower court).
53
442 F.3d 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
54
See id. at 1334 (setting forth the factors required for producing the Ross patent
for manufacturing a “Single Book Copy”).
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the jury that “[i]t is not necessary for the acts that constitute in‐
fringement to be performed by one person or entity” but “[w]hen
infringement results from the participation and combined actions
of more than one person or entity, they are all joint infringers.” 55
Based on this instruction, the jury found the defendants jointly
liable for infringing the asserted method claims. 56 The Federal
Circuit reversed the jury’s finding of infringement on the basis of
an improper claim construction, but stated in dicta that it “dis‐
cern[ed] no flaw” in the lower court’s jury instruction. 57
To the extent that On Demand may have signaled a relaxa‐
tion of the requirement that a single actor practice every element
to be a direct infringer, it was short‐lived. 58 In BMC Res., Inc. v.
Paymentech, L.P., 59 the Federal Circuit clearly reaffirmed an “all
elements” rule while also commenting on the practical realities of
its application. 60 BMC involved methods for processing pin‐less
debit transactions that required multiple actors. 61 The appellant
argued that On Demand had changed the law governing joint in‐
fringement and, because Paymentech performed the steps in
combination with other actors, it should be held liable for infring‐
ing the asserted method claims. 62

55

Id. at 1344-45 (quoting the lower court’s jury instructions, outlining what is necessary for a finding of joint infringement).
56
See id. at 1336-37 (awarding $15,000,000 in compensatory damages as a result
of the defendants’ patent infringements).
57
See id. at 1345 (explaining the defendant’s method for receiving orders from its
customers does not by itself constitute infringement).
58
See id. at 1344-45 (providing an instruction that“[i]t is not necessary for the acts
that constitute infringement to be performed by one person or entity,” which was
subsequently modified to a more rigid definition).
59
498 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
60
See id. at 1378, 1380-81 (explaining a “mastermind[s]” as those who contract out
to avoid infringement but may still be liable).
61
See id. at 1375 (describing patented invention). “BMC’s patents disclose a method for PIN-less debit bill payment (PDBP) featuring the combined action of several participants, including the payee’s agent (for example, BMC), a remote payment network (for example, an ATM network), and the card-issuing financial
institutions.” Id.
62
See id. at 1378 (reasoning contended by Paymentech since it did not perform
every step involved in the direct infringement process).
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The Federal Circuit disagreed. 63 Noting that On Demand
concerned issues of claim construction, not the relationship be‐
tween the parties, the court held that it did not affect the tradi‐
tional standard requiring a single party to perform all steps of a
claimed method. 64 Commenting further, the BMC Res. court em‐
phasized that “[w]hen a defendant participates in or encourages
direct infringement but does not directly infringe a patent, the
normal recourse under the law is for the court to apply the stan‐
dards for liability under indirect infringement,” which still re‐
quires “a finding that some party amongst the accused actors has
committed the entire act of direct infringement.” 65
The BMC Res. court also elaborated on the circumstances
under which the acts of a third party could be attributed to an ac‐
cused direct infringer. 66 The court explained that one party must
“control or direct” each step of the patented process. 67 As a re‐
sult, “[a] party cannot avoid infringement . . . simply by contract‐
ing out steps of a patented process to another entity,” because
“[i]t would be unfair indeed for the mastermind in such situations
to escape liability.” 68 The court acknowledged, however, that re‐
quiring a single party to exert control or direction in order to be
found liable under concepts of joint infringement may allow par‐
ties to avoid infringement through “arms‐length agreements.” 69
On the other hand, a more expansive approach to direct in‐
fringement that could include the independent acts of multiple
parties would undermine the statutory scheme for indirect in‐
fringement. 70 Moreover, the court noted that issues of joint in‐

63

See id. at 1380, 1382 (opposing BMC’s arguments by affirming summary judgment in favor of Paymentech).
64
See id. at 1380 (agreeing with defendant’s statement that the Court’s decision did
not change precedent).
65
BMC Res., 498 F.3d at 1379 (citing Dynacore Holdings Corp. v. U.S. Philips
Corp., 363 F.3d 1263, 1272 (Fed. Cir. 2004)).
66
See id. at 1381 (expanding upon third party infringement liability).
67
See id. at 1380 (providing the requirements for a finding of joint infringement).
68
Id. at 1381.
69
See id. (describing the expanded possibilities granted to parties as a result of
“control or direction for a finding of joint infringement”).
70
See id. (indicating the consequences under the control or direction scheme is preferable to the opportunities under an expanded approach).
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fringement could often be avoided through proper claim draft‐
ing. 71
Shortly after BMC Resources, the Federal Circuit was pre‐
sented with another case involving business transactions occur‐
ring over the Internet in Muniauction, Inc. v. Thomson Corp. Mu
niauction 72 dealt with methods for conducting electronic
auctions, including certain steps performed by the auctioneer’s
systems and others by bidders. 73 The Muniauction court focused
on the “direction or control” standard from BMC Res. 74 A jury in‐
struction of the lower court suggested, among other things, that if
the defendant instructed bidders how to use the system, then
there might be joint infringement. 75 The Federal Circuit con‐
cluded that merely providing instructions to the bidders was not
sufficient to demonstrate “control or direction,” however, and
other considerations listed in the jury instruction were also not
relevant to the “control or direction” standard. 76 The court con‐
cluded that because the defendant did not perform every step of
the claimed methods or have another party perform the steps on
its behalf, it could not directly infringe the claims. 77
Inc., 78

71

Last year, in Golden Hour Data Sys., Inc. v. EMSCharts,
the Federal Circuit yet again addressed claims requiring

See BMC Res., 498 F.3d at 1381 (supporting concerns of the parties avoiding infringement claims by asserting preference for proper claim drafting).
72
532 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2008).
73
See id. at 1328-29 (describing the electronic auction process). The court observed that “at least the inputting step of claim 1 is completed by the bidder, whereas, at least a majority of the remaining steps are performed by the auctioneer’s
system.” Id.
74
See id. at 1323 (indicating the court would adhere to the requirements established
by BMC Res.).
75
See id. at 1329-30 (summarizing the jury instructions of the lower court to elucidate at what point joint infringement may be triggered).
76
See id. at 1330 (explaining why the court did not find the defendant vicariously
liable for joint infringement).
77
See id. (concluding that there is no infringement liability if every step of the method is not performed individually or jointly).
78
614 F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
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actions to be performed by multiple parties. 79 This case involved
methods and systems for dispatching emergency medical teams,
tracking their movement, managing diagnosis and treatment and
billing the patient. 80 The two co‐defendants—whose combined
actions were required to practice the claims—had formed a “stra‐
tegic partnership” and collaborated to sell their programs as a
unit. 81 The court found that the evidence of “control or direction”
was insufficient to uphold a finding of joint infringement of any
asserted method claim; neither defendant could qualify as the
“mastermind.” 82 While recognizing that the defendant might still
be liable for the sale of the patented systems, the court declined
to reach the issue because the parties had agreed to submit the
question of infringement to the jury only on a theory of joint in‐
fringement, which could be sustained only if there was “control
or direction” by a single entity. 83 The Golden Hour case is per‐
haps most notable, however, because it included a dissent by
Judge Newman, which indicated that the Federal Circuit judges
might not all be in agreement regarding all the earlier cases. 84
Judge Newman stated that “[a] collaborative effort as here, a
‘strategic partnership’ to sell the infringing system as a unit, is
not immune from infringement simply because the participating
entities have a separate corporate status.” 85
Next, at the end of 2010, the Federal Circuit decided Aka
mai Techs. v. Limelight Networks, Inc., 86 which involved methods
for delivering information over the Internet, with some steps car‐
ried out by the defendant’s “content delivery networks” and oth‐

79

See id. at 1369 (upholding the district court’s finding of no joint infringement by
the co-defendants).
80
See id. (discussing the details of the allegedly infringed upon programs).
81
See id. at 1371 (demonstrating the benefit to the co-defendants by forming a
“strategic partnership”).
82
See id. at 1380-81 (discussing the court’s holding in regard to joint infringement).
83
See id. at 1380-81 (explaining that due to a prior agreement the court only entertained the issue of joint infringement).
84
See Golden Hour, 614 F.3d at 1383 (Newman, J., dissenting) (rejecting the “control or direction” principle articulated in Muniauction).
85
Id. (Newman, J., dissenting).
86
629 F.3d 1311 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
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ers performed by “content providers.” 87 In Akamai, the issue of
instructions, brought up tangentially in Muniauction, was raised
more explicitly because “there was evidence that not only was
there a contractual relationship between Limelight and its cus‐
tomers, but that it provided those customers with instructions
explaining how to utilize its content delivery service.” 88 The low‐
er court had relied on BMC in denying a motion for judgment as a
matter of law of noninfringment. 89 On reconsideration, however,
following the Federal Circuit’s decision in Muniauction, the lower
court found no material difference between the facts of the case
and those presented in Muniauction and thus found noninfringe‐
ment as a matter of law, reversing its earlier decision. 90 The Fed‐
eral Circuit affirmed, holding that “as a matter of Federal Circuit
law that there can only be joint infringement when there is an
agency relationship between the parties who perform the me‐
thod steps or when one party is contractually obligated to the
other to perform the steps.” 91 The Federal Circuit went further to
distinguish the type of contractual relationship required for a
finding of joint infringement. 92 The contract must “obligate [the
third party] to perform . . . the method steps,” not “merely explain
that the [third party] will have to perform the steps if it decides
to take advantage of [the alleged direct infringer’s] service.”93
The latter situation is the type of “arms‐length cooperation” that
does not give rise to direct infringement by any single entity. 94

87

See id. at 1317 (stating “Limelight provides the information necessary for its customers, the content providers, to modify their web pages or Internet address routing
information to use the Limelight service. However, the content providers perform
the actual tagging step . . . themselves.”).
88
Id. at 1318.
89
See id. (distinguishing between BMC Res. and Akamai where the latter presented
a direct relationship of instruction regarding the patented product).
90
See id. (explaining that due to the similarities of Akamai and Muniauction, the
district court later reversed its decision).
91
Id. at 1320.
92
See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1320-21 (indicating that there must be an agency
relationship and that there must be a contractual relationship that obligates the performance of method steps).
93
Id. at 1321 (emphasis in original).
94
See id. at 1321 (finding that, “[m]ere ‘arms-length cooperation’ will not give rise
to direct infringement by any party.” (citing Muniauction, 532 F.3d at 1329)).
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About two weeks later, in Uniloc USA, Inc. v. Microsoft
the Federal Circuit again addressed the issue of infringe‐
ment of system claims involving the conduct of multiple enti‐
ties. 96 The asserted software registration station required a “re‐
mote licensee unique ID generating means” and “mode switching
means,” both of which were implemented on the computer of the
end user of the claimed system. 97 Relying on Cross Medical, Mi‐
crosoft argued that it could not be a direct infringer because it did
not supply or use the required end users’ computers. 98 The court
disagreed, reasoning that, although end users were “necessary to
complete the environment in which the claimed element func‐
tions,” the claim language did not divide the infringement be‐
tween parties. 99 In contrast to the system at issue in Cross Medi
cal—an apparatus including an interface “operatively joined” to
(in contact with) a bone 100 —Uniloc’s asserted claim—a “remote
registration station” with a “local license unique ID generating
means”—was “structure[d] . . . to capture infringement by a sin‐
gle party.” 101 In other words, because of the wording of the claim
language, there actually was no divided infringement. 102
Corp., 95

Yet another two weeks later, in Centillion Data Sys., LLC v.
Qwest Commc’ns. Int’l, Inc., 103 the Court elaborated on the level of
95

632 F.3d 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
See id. at 1296 (elucidating the central issue of the case). The court further explains that the patent at issue in the case was formulated “as an early attempt to
combat . . . software piracy.” Id.
97
See id. (characterizing how the patent at issue in the case operates).
98
See id. at 1308-09 (outlining Microsoft’s theory of the case as to why Uniloc
failed to prove direct infringement).
99
See id. at 1309 (explaining that “claim 19 . . . focuses exclusively on the ‘remote
registration station,’ and defines the environment in which that registration station
must function . . . . That other parties are necessary to complete the environment in
which the claimed element functions does not necessarily divide the infringement
between the necessary parties.”).
100
See Cross Medical Prods., Inc., 424 F.3d at 1305-09 (explaining that the apparatus required a second party, a surgeon, to operatively join the apparatus to the
bone).
101
See Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1308-09 (quoting how one party infringes the patented
system).
102
See id. (reasoning that while two parties may be involved, the construction of
the claim can negate a finding of joint infringement).
103
631 F.3d 1279 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
96
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control required to constitute infringing “use” of a “system” claim
under § 271(a). 104 Centillion involved a system to process and
deliver telephone company billing data to clients. 105 The claims
required certain “back‐end” and “front‐end” components, each of
which was controlled and maintained by a different entity (the
telephone company and the customer, respectively). 106 The ac‐
cused products included back‐office systems and also client ap‐
plications that an end user would install onto his or her personal
computer. 107
The district court found that Qwest did not control the
claimed “personal computer processing means” and therefore did
not “use” the patented systems under § 271(a) because it did not
“practice[] each and every element of the system claim.” 108 It al‐
so determined that Qwest could not be held vicariously liable for
the actions of its customers because Centillion could not establish
the requisite direction or control of the customers by Qwest. 109
Finally, the district court also found that customers did not in‐
fringe because the customers did not “direct[] or control[] the
‘[data] processing means’ of the accused systems’ ‘back‐end.’” 110
On appeal, the Federal Circuit first focused on the defini‐
tion of “use” under § 271(a) that had been applied by the district
court. 111 The court revisited its decision in NTP v. RIM, in which
it had determined that “[t]he use of a claimed system under sec‐
tion 271(a) is the place at which the system as a whole is put into
104

See id. at 1284 (citing NTP, Inc. v. Research in Motion, Ltd., 418 F.3d 1282,
1317 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (expanding upon the meaning of “use” of a “system” in
complex detail)).
105
See id. at 1281 (stating the facts of the case).
106
See id. (detailing how the facts of the accused products require two parts in order to work).
107
See id. at 1281-82 (furthering the details of how the infringement passes on to
the customer).
108
See id. at 1282 (setting forth the lower court’s finding that Qwest did not infringe because it did not “use” the system within the meaning of §271(a)).
109
See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1282 (indicating that the lower court did not find
Qwest vicariously liable due to the absence of the “control” element).
110
See id. (quoting a holding of the district court, “that Qwest’s customers did not
‘use’ the patented system under §271(a).”).
111
See id. at 1283-84 (discussing the various ways to define “use”).
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service, i.e. the place where control of the system is exercised and
beneficial use of the system is obtained.” 112 Although NTP fo‐
cused on the situs of infringement, rather than the level of activity
required for an act of infringement, the court held that the dis‐
trict court had properly decided that the definition of “use” from
NTP was the correct one to apply. 113
The Court disagreed with the level of “control” over the
system that the lower court had found to be required to consti‐
tute “use,” however. 114 While “use” under § 271(a) requires con‐
trol, it is not direct and physical control over each element of the
system. 115 All that is required is “the ability to place the system
as a whole into service.” 116
Turning first to “use” by Qwest’s customers, the court
found that by creating a query and transmitting it to Qwest’s back
end system, the customers put the system as a whole into service,
and therefore “used” the system claims, without having to rely on
a vicarious liability theory. 117 The issue of “use” by Qwest was
different, however. 118 Qwest itself did not “use” the claimed sys‐
tem because it never put into service the personal computer data
processing means, which was exclusively controlled by its cus‐
tomers, and therefore Qwest did not “use” the system claims. 119
Furthermore, Qwest could not establish that it was vicariously li‐
able for the actions of its customers because Qwest does not di‐
rect its customers to perform nor do its customers act as

112

See id. at 1284 (quoting NTP, Inc., 418 F.3d at 1317).
See id. (reasoning that while the facts of NTP are not applicable in this case, the
definition of use from NTP applies appropriately).
114
See id. (suggesting that the district court was too strict in their interpretation of
control).
115
See Centillon, 631 F.3d at 1284 (interpreting the definition of “use” under §
271(a)).
116
Id.
117
See id. at 1285 (explaining “use” by Qwest’s customers that demonstrated their
control of the process).
118
See id. at 1286 (distinguishing “use” by Qwest from “use” by Qwest’s customers).
119
See id. (holding that Qwest did not “use” the system).
113
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agents. 120 Thus, in Centillion, the Federal Circuit set forth a very
different criteria for assessing joint infringement of “system”
claims than the criteria used for “method” claims. 121
The most recent case decided by the Federal Circuit was
McKesson Techs., Inc. v. Epic Sys. Corp. 122 There, the court ad‐
dressed infringement of a method claim for electronically com‐
municating between a health care provider and the health care
provider’s customers. 123 The court held that because not every
step of the method claim was performed by a single party, includ‐
ing a step of “initiating a communication” that is performed by a
user rather than the healthcare provider, and there was no agen‐
cy relationship between the parties that collectively performed
the steps, there was no infringement. 124 In view of the other re‐
cent decisions, this was a straightforward application of the
law. 125 There was also a concurring and dissenting opinion,
however. 126 In Judge Bryson’s concurrence, he agreed that the
majority’s decision was correct in view of BMC Res., Muniauction
and Akamai, but he also stated: “[w]hether those decisions are
correct is another question, one that is close enough and impor‐
tant enough that it may warrant review by the en banc court in
an appropriate case.” 127 In Judge Newman’s dissent, she argued
BMC Res. and Muniauction were incorrectly decided because they

120

See id. at 1287 (establishing Qwest’s defenses for the claim of vicarious liability).
121
See id. at 1283, 1286-87 (contrasting the diverse ways to construe claims of infringement).
122
98 U.S.P.Q.2d 1281 (Fed. Cir. April 12, 2011), reh’g granted, 2011 WL
2173401 (Fed. Cir. May 26, 2011).
123
See id. at 1282 (stating the facts of the case, which led to the conflict).
124
See id. at 1284-85 (relying on recent precedent to determine that the facts in this
case do not support infringement of the patent).
125
See id. at 1284 (maintaining that the court did not stray from recent precedent in
affirming this decision).
126
See id. at 1285-86 (concurring opinion was provided by Justice Bryson and the
dissenting opinion was written by Justice Newman).
127
See id. at 1285 (Bryson, J., concurring) (questioning accuracy of recent
precedent, although in agreement with majority to follow it)
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conflicted with earlier Federal Circuit cases. 128 Judge Newman
also stated that it was confusing that “system” and “method”
claims should be treated differently, as established by the Centil
lion case. 129
Judge Bryson’s suggestion for an en banc review in an ap‐
propriate case was quickly heeded. 130 Just two weeks after the
McKesson decision, the court vacated its opinion in Akamai and
ordered a rehearing en banc to address the following question:
“If separate entities each perform separate steps of a method
claim, under what circumstances would that claim be directly in‐
fringed and to what extent would each of the parties be lia‐
ble?” 131
Then, at the end of May, the court also granted rehearing
en banc in McKesson to address the following two issues: 1) “If
separate entities each perform separate steps of a method claim,
under what circumstances, if any, would either entity or any third
party be liable for inducing infringement or for contributory in‐
fringement?” and 2) “Does the nature of the relationship between
the relevant actors—e.g., service provider/user; doc‐
tor/patient—affect the question of direct or indirect infringe‐
ment liability?” 132
B. Synthesis of the Cases – “Method” vs. “System” Claims
At least as of today, before the Federal Circuit has further
addressed these issues en banc, the divided infringement cases
demonstrate that “method” and “system” claims are treated very

128

McKesson Techs., 98 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1287 (Newman, J., dissenting) (disagreeing
with majority by describing the incorrect application of BMC and Muniauction to
this case, as well as flawed holdings in recent precedential cases).
129
See id. at 1290 (Newman, J., dissenting) (questioning the inconsistent treatment
of “method” and “system” claims).
130
Id. at 1285 (Bryson, J., concurring) (stating in regards to the recent precedential
cases that “[w]hether those decisions are correct is another question . . . important
enough that it may warrant review by the en banc court in an appropriate case”).
131
Akamai Techs., 419 F. App’x at 989.
132
McKesson Techs. v. Epic, 2011 WL 2173401, at *1 (Fed. Cir. May 26, 2011).
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differently. 133 Consequently, the first step in determining wheth‐
er and how your claims may be impacted by issues of divided in‐
fringement is to separate claims directed at methods from appa‐
ratus or system claims.
For method claims, to be liable for infringement where the
actions of multiple parties combine to perform the claim, one
party must exercise “control or direction” over the entire process,
“such that every step is attributable to the controlling party, i.e.
the ‘mastermind.’” 134 Mere “arms length cooperation” is not
enough. 135 Even providing instructions to a third party is not suf‐
ficient to establish control or direction. 136 The requisite level of
control is present—and, therefore, direct infringement may be
found—only where “the law would traditionally hold the alleged
direct infringer vicariously liable for the acts committed by
another party.” 137 This means that “there can only be joint in‐
fringement when there is an agency relationship between the
parties who perform the method steps or when one party is con‐
tractually obligated to the other to perform the steps.” 138 In situ‐
ations involving a contractual relationship, the contract must “ob
ligate [the third party] to perform the [claimed] steps,” not
“merely explain[] that the [third party] will have to perform the
steps if it decides to take advantage of [the allege direct infring‐
er’s] services.” 139

133

See McKesson Techs., 98 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1283 (discussing that in method claims,
each step must be completed by a single party); See Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1309 (discussing that in system claims, where more than one party may contribute to making
the product there can still be infringement).
134
See Muniauction, 532 F.3d at 1329 (recognizing that another party who is merely under the control or direction of the “mastermind” is not liable for infringement
(citing BMC Res. 498 F.3d at 1380-81)).
135
See id. (elucidating that “arms-length cooperation” does not amount to infringement as would direct control of another party).
136
See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1319-20 (explaining that the emphasis is on the
relationship between the parties rather than the instructions provided).
137
See Muniauction, 532 F.3d at 1330 (maintaining that for direct infringement the
behavior must be tantamount to a finding of vicarious liability (citing BMC Res.,
498 F.3d at 1379)).
138
Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1320.
139
Id. at 1321 (emphasis in original).
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In contrast, the involvement of multiple independent ac‐
tors does not preclude infringement of a “system” claim. 140 With
claims to a system or apparatus, a party may infringe if it “put[s]
the invention into service, i.e. control[s] the system as a whole
and obtain benefit from it.” 141 This standard is met where “but
for the [user’s] actions, the entire system would never have been
put into service.” 142 As long as the patentee can prove that some
party among the alleged infringers meets the definition of “use”
articulated in NTP, the relevant inquiry may become whether
another entity is liable for indirectly infringing the asserted sys‐
tem or apparatus claim under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b) or (c). 143 Issues
of vicarious liability, such as those discussed in Muniauction and
Akamai, become less relevant because they resolve only “the ac‐
tions of one party ought to be attributed to a second party for
purposes of direct infringement‐vicarious liability.” 144
IV. Case Law on Indirect Infringement
As discussed above, the issue of joint or divided infringe‐
ment typically overlaps with the doctrine of indirect infringe‐
ment, 145 which is actually two separate doctrines—induced and
contributory infringement. 146 The reason is that, as the above
cases demonstrate, there are situations in which the customers of
a defendant company are the “direct infringers,” rather than the
defendant company itself. 147 A patent holder generally does not
want to sue all the customers individually, however, as this can
be difficult in terms of proving infringement by each customer
140

See Centillion Data Sys., 631 F.3d at 1283-84 (addressing multiple actors in regard to a “system” claim and relying on precedent in determining infringement).
141
Id. at 1284 (citing NTP, 418 F.3d at 1317).
142
Id. at 1285.
143
See id. (implying that there may be a secondary issue of joint infringement once
“use” is established).
144
See id. at 1286-87 (considering vicarious liability by reviewing case history).
145
See Kyocera Wireless Corp., 545 F.3d at 1352-53 (showing that you can allege
direct and indirect infringement).
146
See 35 U.S.C. §§ 271(b), (c) (defining infringement by inducement and contributory infringement).
147
See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1317-18 (describing a circumstance in which
due to the nature of the claim—a method claim—it is the customers that are directly infringing).
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and also is expensive, among other things. 148 Consequently, if the
direct infringer is a customer of a company that the patent holder
actually wants to target, the patent holder must rely on theories
of induced or contributory infringement to find the defendant
company liable as an “indirect infringer.” 149
Induced infringement is defined by 35 U.S.C. § 271(b),
which provides that “[w]hoever actively induces infringement of
a patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 150 Contributory in‐
fringement is defined by § 271(c), which provides that:
Whoever offers to sell or sells within the United
States . . . a component of a patented machine,
manufacture, combination or composition . . . con‐
stituting a material part of the invention, knowing
the same to be especially made or especially
adapted for use in an infringement of such patent,
and not a staple article or commodity of commerce
suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be
liable as a contributory infringer. 151
Although not explicit in § 271(b), courts have found that
each of these statutes has an intent element. 152 Not surprisingly,
in multiple actor situations an alleged indirect infringer defen‐
dant will commonly seek to distance itself from the actions of the
direct infringer, which often is not even a party to the litiga‐

148

See id. at 1321-22 (suggesting the reasons that the patent holder is suing the
manufacturer instead of their individual customers).
149
See BMC Res. Inc., 498 F.3d at 1379 (imposing vicarious liability to close third
party loophole). “When a defendant participates in or encourages infringement but
does not directly infringe a patent, the normal recourse under the law is for the
court to apply the standards for liability under indirect infringement.” Id.
150
35 U.S.C. § 271(b).
151
35 U.S.C. § 271(c).
152
See Metabolite Labs., Inc. v. Lab. Corp. of America, Inc., 370 F.3d 1354, 1365
(Fed. Cir. 2004) (recognizing that while not expressly stated in the statute, proof of
intent is still required to induce infringement (citing Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Bausch
& Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464, 1469 (Fed. Cir. 1990)).
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tion. 153 Liability under § 271(b) or (c) therefore often turns on
the ability of the patentee to show that the alleged indirect in‐
fringer displayed the level of intent that is required by each sec‐
tion of the statute. 154 Courts have considered the intent re‐
quirement of both induced and contributory infringement on a
number of occasions, and until recently, it was unclear whether
the level of intent was the same under both doctrines. 155 The Su‐
preme Court recently stated that the level of intent must be the
same for both, however. 156
In Aro Mfg. Co. v. Convertible Top Replacement Co., 157 the
Supreme Court held that § 271(c) requires more than simple
knowledge of how one’s goods are being used, and instead re‐
quires knowledge that the component was patented and infring‐
ing. 158 Aro Manufacturing involved the sale of ready‐made re‐
placement fabrics for tops to convertible automobiles. 159 The
defendant’s replacement fabrics were made to be incorporated
into certain convertible tops. 160 The Supreme Court held that
liability for contributory infringement required not only that Aro
knew “that its replacement fabrics were especially designed for
use . . . in the [infringing] convertible tops and were not suitable
for other use,” but “a showing that [Aro] knew that the combina‐

153

See BMC Res., 498 F.3d at 1377-78 (denying infringement since other parties,
including parties not involved in the litigation, performed some of the method
steps).
154
See id. at 1381 (noting that for contributory infringement, another type of indirect infringement, there is a mens rea requirement).
155
See Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 131 S. Ct. 2060, 2062 (2011)
(indicating that prior to the Court’s decision in Global-Tech, the connection between induced and contributory infringement was poorly defined).
156
See id. (articulating the holding of Global-Tech). The Supreme Court addressed
whether both §§ 271(b) and (c) required knowledge of the patent that is infringed,
but reasoned that because the two provisions have a common origin, the intent requirement should be the same. See id. The Court specified that the provisions “require[] knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent infringement.” Id.
157
377 U.S. 476 (1964).
158
See id. at 488 (providing additional requirements for a finding of infringement
under § 271(c)).
159
See id. at 479-80 (commenting on the nature of the business in which AroManufacturing was engaged).
160
See id. at 482-83 (establishing the presence of intent).
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tion for which [its] component was especially designed was both
patented and infringing.” 161 Prior to the litigation, Aro had re‐
ceived a letter from the patentee informing it of the patent‐in‐suit
and that certain convertible tops for which its fabrics were espe‐
cially designed were unlicensed and therefore infringing. 162 The
Court found these facts sufficient to support a finding of contribu‐
tory infringement under § 271(c) for sales made after it received
the letter, although Aro could not be liable for sales before that
date because it did not know of the patent yet. 163
For a while after Aro Manufacturing, there was a question
about whether inducement under § 271(b) required a lower
showing of intent than this standard articulated in Aro Manufac
turing. 164 In particular, cases were split on whether knowledge
of the patent was even required to be liable for inducement. 165
Two cases from the Federal Circuit in 1990 expressed different
views. 166 In Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount Sys. Inc., the Feder‐
al Circuit held that “[t]he plaintiff has the burden of showing that
the alleged infringer’s actions induced infringing acts and that he
knew or should have known his actions would induce actual in‐
fringements.” 167 This standard requires both knowledge of the
patent and a belief that the patent is infringed, as the court found
that there could be no inducement where the defendants were
not aware of the patent until the suit was filed and then had a
“good faith belief,” based on advice of counsel, that the product

161

Id. at 488.
See id. at 489-90 (stipulating one way in which knowledge on the part of Aro
was clearly established).
163
See Aro Mfg. Co., 377 U.S. at 491 (elucidating the Court’s holding). The Court
held that Aro was only liable for subsequent sales within the terms of § 271(c). See
id.
164
See infra note 165 (demonstrating split in case decisions).
165
Compare Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount Sys., Inc., 917 F.2d 544, 553 (Fed.
Cir. 1990) (establishing unequivocally a knowledge requirement for a finding of
inducement), with Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464,
1469 (1990) (requiring a showing of intent to constitute infringement).
166
Compare Manville Sales Corp., 917 F.2d at 553, with Hewlett-Packard Co., 909
F.2d at 1469.
167
Manville Sales, 917 F.2d. at 553.
162
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did not infringe. 168 In contrast, in Hewlett Packard Co. v. Bausch &
Lomb Inc., the Federal Circuit appeared to apply a much lower in‐
tent standard when it stated that § 271(b) requires “proof of ac‐
tual intent to cause the acts which constitute the infringement,”
while not stating that knowledge of the patent was required. 169
In DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS Co., Ltd., 170 however, this conflict was re‐
solved by the Federal Circuit en banc, when the court adopted the
standard expressed in Manville Sales requiring that a defendant
knew or should have known his actions would induce actual in‐
fringements before it can be liable for induced infringement. 171 It
also follows that, under this standard, there is a requirement that
the defendant knew of the patent. 172
If this were all that the Federal Circuit stated, it might
have been clear to most that the intent requirement for induced
and contributory infringement was the same. 173 Only part of the
DSU opinion was en banc, however. 174 In the panel part of the
opinion, the Federal Circuit suggested that it may find a lesser
showing of intent sufficient to satisfy contributory infringement

168

See id. at 553 (expanding upon why a finding of knowledge is so crucial to establishing inducement).
169
See Hewlett-Packard Co., 909 F.2d at 1469 (establishing a clear requirement of
intent to demonstrate that the acts at issue constitute infringement).
170
471 F.3d 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
171
See id. at 1304 (confirming the court’s reliance on the Manville Sales decision,
particularly its knowledge requirement for a finding of infringement). The Federal
Circuit also emphasized that “knowledge of the patent is not enough,” however,
and that, in order to be liable for active inducement, it must be shown that “once
the defendants knew of the patent they ‘actively and knowingly aid[ed] and abet[ed]
another’s direct infringement.’” Id. at 1305 (quoting Water Techs. Corp. v. Calco,
Ltd., 850 F.2d 660, 668 (Fed. Cir. 1988) (emphasis in original)). While reiterating
that the defendant must be shown to have “knowingly induced infringement,[] not
merely knowingly induced the acts that constitute infringement,” the Federal Circuit emphasized that “‘direct evidence [of intent] is not required; rather circumstantial evidence may suffice.’” Id. at 1306 (quoting Water Techs., 850 F.2d at 668)
(emphasis in original).
172
See id. at 1305 (indicating at what point knowledge may be imputed as it relates
specifically to knowledge of the patent).
173
See infra note 179 (demonstrating how further analysis by Federal Circuit
creates confusion).
174
See DSU Medical Corp., 471 F.3d at 1304 (articulating that only part of the decision was decided en banc).
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under § 271(c) than to show induced infringement under §
271(b). 175 DSU involved a patented locking needle guard and as‐
sembly for reducing the risk of accidental needle‐stick injuries. 176
The accused components were “sheathing structures,” which
lacked certain claim elements, but were designed to be combined
with a “needle assembly” to achieve the claimed combination. 177
The Federal Circuit found that the lower court had “properly ap‐
plied the[] legal principles [of contributory infringement]” by
finding that the defendant “supplied the [accused components],
that the [accused components] had no substantial non‐infringing
uses . . . and that [the defendant] intended to make the [accused
components] that resulted in the potential for contributory in‐
fringement as a product designed for use in the patented combi‐
nation.” 178 The Federal Circuit then suggested that the intent to
make the products was sufficient, as it added that “even beyond
the minimal intent requirement for contributory infringement,
[the defendant] acted with knowledge of the ’311 patent and
knowledge that the component was especially made or adapted
for use in an infringing manner.”179 This statement by the panel
suggested that even knowledge of the patent was not necessarily
required to show contributory infringement, and also that a good
faith belief of non‐infringement would also not be a defense to
contributory infringement, as it is to induced infringement. 180
As a result, some courts, including the Federal Circuit,
have applied different intent standards for contributory in‐
fringement and induced infringement, even though such a dis‐
tinction did not appear to be supported by either the statutory
language of § 271(c) (which requires “knowing the [component]

175

See id. at 1303 (noting the minimal requirements to demonstrate intent for contributory infringement).
176
See id. at 1297 (providing a description of the patent at issue in the case).
177
See id. at 1298-99 (describing how the patented design operates).
178
Id. at 1303.
179
Id. This analysis by the panel, however, was actually unnecessary because there
was no underlying direct infringement in the United States, and thus the Federal
Circuit determined that there was no contributory infringement on those grounds.
See id. at 1303-04.
180
See DSU Medical Corp., 471 F.3d at 1303 (affirming defendants’ liability for
contributory infringement).
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to be especially made or especially adapted for use in an in‐
fringement of such patent”) 181 or Supreme Court precedent
(which provided that contributory infringement requires “a
showing that the alleged . . . infringer knew that the combination
for which [its] component was especially designed was both pa‐
tented and infringing.”). 182 For example, in Spansion v. ITC, 183 the
patentee included allegations of both induced and contributory
infringement, and the International Trade Commission (“ITC”)
determined that although the defendant was not liable for in‐
duced infringement because it did not have the requisite intent, it
was liable for contributory infringement. 184 With respect to con‐
tributory infringement, the ITC determined that because the de‐
fendant had knowledge of the patent through license negotiation,
and the plaintiff had shown that that the accused devices did not
have any substantial non‐infringing uses, the requisite know‐
ledge for contributory infringement could be presumed. 185 The
Federal Circuit agreed with the ITC’s analysis. 186 This suggested,
among other things, that a party’s belief that it was not infringing
would not provide a defense against contributory infringement,
and other courts have explicitly found that a party’s subjective
belief that it was not infringing is irrelevant to whether it satis‐
fied the intent prong of the contributory infringement analysis. 187
Recently, however, the Supreme Court appears to have de‐
termined that the intent prong of contributory and induced in‐

181

See 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) (providing statutory definition establishing knowledge
requirement).
182
Aro Mfg. Co., 377 U.S. at 488.
183
629 F.3d 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
184
See id. at 1355 (illustrating the distinction between the requirements for making
a proper finding of both induced and contributory infringement).
185
See id. (upholding the judgment of the ITC in imputing knowledge for contributory infringement).
186
See id. (concluding that the ITC’s decision regarding contributory infringement
was correct).
187
See, e.g., Petter Invs., Inc. v. Hydro Eng’g, Inc., 664 F. Supp. 2d 816, 827 (W.D.
Mich. 2009) (confirming the irrelevancy of subjective intent when making a finding of contributory infringement); Sandisk Corp. v. Lexar Media, Inc., 91 F. Supp.
2d 1327, 1335 (N. D. Cal. 2000) (explaining why making a finding of subjective
intent is unnecessary).
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fringement should be the same. 188 In GlobalTech, the patent
concerned a deep fryer. 189 In developing the accused products,
defendant Pentalpha obtained plaintiff’s deep fryer and copied
the patented features. 190 Pentalpha then sold the allegedly in‐
fringing deep fryers to a number of other companies who resold
them in the United States. 191 Shortly after agreeing to distribute
the accused products, Pentalpha had obtained a “right‐to‐use”
study, which concluded that none of the claims of twenty‐six pa‐
tents read on Pentalpha’s deep fryer. 192 Pentalpha had not in‐
formed the attorney that it had copied the plaintiff’s deep fryer,
however, and therefore the attorney had not analyzed the patent‐
in‐suit. 193 The plaintiff alleged induced infringement by Pental‐
pha under § 271(b) for actively inducing those companies to
which it had sold the deep fryers to then sell or offer to sell the
deep fryers. 194 The defendant argued that because it did not ac‐
tually know of the patent until it received notice of lawsuit, which
was a result of the fact that the product it bought to copy was
made for sale in a foreign market and thus was not marked with
the U.S. Patent number, it could not be liable for induced in‐
fringement. 195 The Court first addressed the issue of whether §
271(b) requires only that the inducer lead another to engage in
conduct that happens to amount to infringement or, alternatively,
requires that the inducer lead another to engage in conduct that
the inducer knows is infringement. 196 The Court looked to the
case law that predated the Patent Act of 1952 and noted that be‐
fore 1952, both the conduct covered by § 271(b) and § 271(c)

188

See infra note 200 and accompanying text (reasoning intent prong should be the
same under the statute).
189
See Global-Tech, 131 S. Ct. at 2063 (illustrating the underlying patent in the infringement claim).
190
See id. at 2064 (stating the facts of the case).
191
See id. (noting facts in regard to why the patent was infringed).
192
See id. (finding Pentalpha had not infringed, because Pentalpha did not disclose
that the design was copied from SEB).
193
See id. (noting the attorney did not have knowledge of the copying of the design
and therefore would not know to look for the patent on file).
194
See id. (identifying the claims alleged by the plaintiff).
195
See Global-Tech, 131 S. Ct. at 2064 (summarizing the defendant’s argument regarding their liability for induced infringement).
196
See id. at 2064-65 (setting forth how the Court intended to interpret the statute).
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was called “contributory infringement.” 197 While the pre‐1952
case law was unclear, the Court had previously determined in Aro
Manufacturing that “a violator of § 271(c) must know ‘that the
combination for which his component was especially designed
was both patented and infringing . . . .’” 198 The Court therefore
held that because induced and contributory infringement were
lumped together under one theory of “contributory infringe‐
ment” in the pre‐1952 case law, the same knowledge require‐
ment required under § 271(c), as expressed in Aro Manufactur
ing, should be required under § 271(b). 199 The Court reasoned
that it would be “strange to hold the knowledge of the relevant
patent is needed under § 271(c) but not under § 271(b).” 200
The Court also then addressed whether “deliberate indif‐
ference” to a known risk that a patent exists is the appropriate
standard to support a finding of knowledge required to support
liability under § 271(b). 201 The Court rejected that approach and
instead borrowed the standard of “willful blindness” from crimi‐
nal law, which the Court described as requiring that “(1) the de‐
fendant must subjectively believe that there is a high probability
that a fact exists and (2) the defendant must take deliberate ac‐
tions to avoid learning of that fact.” 202
V. Implications
The Federal Circuit’s decisions in the joint infringement
and indirect infringement cases discussed above have a number
of practical implications. Among other things, they have impor‐
tant effects on whether to obtain opinion letters, counseling with
respect to contractual relationships, and litigation and prosecu‐

197

See id. at 2065-67 (tracing a historical interpretation of the statute).
Id. at 2067 (quoting Aro Mfg., 377 U.S. at 488).
199
See id. at 2067 (concluding that the knowledge requirement must be found in
both parts (b) and (c) of section 271).
200
Global-Tech.. 131 S. Ct. at 2068.
201
See id. (regarding whether the defendant should be held to a standard of “deliberate indifference”).
202
Id. at 2068-70.
198
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tion strategies. 203 Of course, some of these implications may be
altered by the Federal Circuit’s upcoming decisions in the Akamai
and McKesson cases; practitioners need to plan for change. Many
of the considerations will be unaffected, however, and many oth‐
ers may be unaffected, depending on how the court rules or how
specific the court is in its rulings.
A. Opinion Letters
The Federal Circuit’s case law with respect to joint in‐
fringement and induced or contributory infringement may have a
profound effect on whether parties seek opinions of counsel. Un‐
der the joint infringement cases, a patentee may often have to re‐
ly on induced or contributory infringement when suing a defen‐
dant company in which the customer is the direct infringer. And,
under the induced and contributory infringement cases, know‐
ledge of infringement may be critical to prove infringement un‐
der either theory. Consequently, although the 2007 In re Seagate
Technology, LLC 204 case diminished the importance of such opi‐
nions when defending against allegations of willful infringement,
where there are potential or actual indirect infringement allega‐
tions, opinions of counsel may now be more important than ev‐
er. 205
An opinion letter is a letter from a lawyer or law firm ana‐
lyzing a patent and opining whether or not the person or compa‐
ny infringes the patent and whether or not the patent is valid. 206
Traditionally, companies have obtained opinion letters to defend
against an actual or potential allegation of willful infringement of
a patent. 207 While infringement is a strict liability offense, if a

203

See infra notes 204, 209, 211, 213, 215, 216, 219 (presenting cases that describe
author’s contention).
204
497 F.3d 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
205
See id. at 1371 (emphasizing no affirmative obligation to obtain opinion of
counsel).
206
See Saina S. Shamilov, Opinion Letters in the Wake of In re Seagate, DAILY
JOURNAL, July 18, 2008, archived at http://www.webcitation.org/62Wqp5Iqq (defining an opinion letter).
207
See id. (recounting the historical role of opinion letters in defending against potential willful infringement claims).
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party is found to have willfully infringed a patent, enhanced dam‐
ages may be warranted, which may be up to three times the dam‐
ages award. 208 In Underwater Devices, Inc. v. MorrisonKnudsen,
Inc., 209 the court determined that:
Where . . . a potential infringer has actual
notice of another’s patent rights, he has an affirma‐
tive duty to exercise due care to determine wheth‐
er or not he is infringing . . . . Such an affirmative
duty includes, inter alia, the duty to seek and obtain
competent legal advice from counsel before the in‐
itiation of any possible infringing activity. 210
Although the Federal Circuit announced a number of other fac‐
tors to be assessed in the willfulness inquiry, 211 the Underwater
Devices case also set forth an affirmative duty to obtain an opi‐
nion of counsel, and thus accused infringers routinely obtained
opinions of counsel to defend against allegations of willful in‐
fringement. 212 In 2004, however, this duty first faded somewhat
when, in KnorrBremse Systeme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GmbH v. Da
na Corp., 213 the Federal Circuit held that the failure to produce an
opinion of counsel during litigation would not warrant an infe‐
rence that it either obtained no advice of counsel or that it did
and was advised that it was infringing, as the court had previous‐
ly held. 214 Then, in 2007, in In re Seagate, the Federal Circuit ex‐
plicitly overruled the standard set forth in Underwater Devices,
and “h[e]ld that proof of willful infringement permitting en‐

208

See 35 U.S.C. § 284 (codifying “the court may increase the damages up to three
times the amount found or assessed”); see also In re Seagate, 497 F.3d at 1368,
1371 (pointing to the judicial trend of increasing damages where there is a showing
of willful infringement).
209
717 F.2d 1380 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
210
Id. at 1389-90.
211
See The Read Corp. v. Portec, Inc., 970 F.2d 816, 826-27 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (identifying the factors considered in determining bad faith infringement).
212
See Underwater Devices, 717 F.2d at 1390 (asserting that opinion of counsel is
standard practice prior to exercising possible infringing activity).
213
383 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2004).
214
See id. at 1344 (stating a finding of the court in the case).
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hanced damages requires at least a showing of objective reck‐
lessness.” 215
In view of these decisions, some parties obtain fewer for‐
mal opinions of counsel to defend against willful infringement al‐
legations, particularly because there are countervailing reasons
not to obtain an opinion, including the fact that if an advice of
counsel defense is asserted in the lawsuit, the attorney‐client pri‐
vilege and work product protection will be waived for all com‐
munications on the subject matter. 216 (There are other reasons
to get opinions, including wishing to formalize and memorialize
the advice). In addition, in a very recent case, Spectralytics, Inc. v.
Cordis Corp., 217 the Federal Circuit concluded that the failure to
get an opinion of counsel may be considered in deciding whether
to enhance damages once willfulness is found—perhaps breath‐
ing new life into the help an opinion provides in defending
against charges of willful infringement. 218
A company facing a possible allegation of induced or con‐
tributory infringement may have a strong reason, however, even
a duty, to obtain an opinion of counsel, regardless of the willful‐
ness issue. 219 This is because of the Federal Circuit’s decision in
Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc. 220 There, the jury returned a
verdict finding induced infringement and willful infringement,
but because Seagate was decided after the trial, the court vacated
the willfulness verdict. 221 On appeal, Qualcomm argued that the
court should have also overturned the indirect infringement ver‐

215

See In re Seagate, 497 F.3d at 1371 (striking down the Underwater Devices
standard).
216
See In re Echostar Commc’n Corp., 448 F.3d 1294, 1299, 1302-03 (Fed. Cir.
2006) (setting forth reasons why opinions of counsel are often not obtained).
217
649 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
218
See id. at 1348 (reevaluating the failure to obtain opinion of counsel and the
possible consequences of that failure).
219
See Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc., 543 F.3d 683, 699 (Fed. Cir. 2008)
(holding that a failure to obtain opinion of counsel may be probative of intent).
220
Id.
221
See id. at 687 (relying on the Seagate decision to vacate the willfulness part of
the recently decided case in point).
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dict. 222 The jury had been instructed that as part of the specific
intent prong of inducement, “you may consider all of the circums
tances, including whether or not Qualcomm obtained the advice of
a competent lawyer.” 223 The jury was also instructed that, with
respect to willful infringement: “The absence of a lawyer’s opi‐
nion, by itself, is insufficient to support a finding of willfulness,
and you may not assume that merely because a party did not ob‐
tain an opinion of counsel, the opinion would have been unfavor‐
able.” 224 There was no corresponding instruction with respect to
induced infringement, however. 225 Qualcomm argued that Sea
gate reemphasized that there is no affirmative duty to obtain an
opinion of counsel and that because the “objective recklessness”
willfulness standard is lower than the intent required to prove
induced infringement, evidence not probative of willfulness can‐
not be probative of induced infringement. 226 The Court rejected
this argument, however. 227 Instead, the Court found that an opi‐
nion‐of‐counsel is relevant because it “may reflect whether the
accused infringer ‘knew or should have known’ that its actions
would cause another to directly infringe . . . . ” 228 The Court fur‐
ther held that the failure to procure an opinion‐of‐counsel may be
probative of intent, and thus the jury instructions were not incor‐
rect. 229
Consequently, it may be very important to obtain an opi‐
nion‐of‐counsel to defend against any potential allegation of in‐
duced infringement, and this is an allegation that will frequently

222

See id. at 697 (arguing that the jury instructions were not appropriate in light of
Seagate).
223
Id. at 698 (emphasis in original).
224
Id.
225
See Broadcom Corp., 543 F.3d at 698 (omitting the information regarding induced infringement from the instructions read to the jury).
226
See id. at 699 (summarizing the defendant’s argument that “opinion-of-counsel
evidence is no longer relevant in determining the intent of an alleged infringer in
the inducement context”).
227
See id. (disagreeing with Qualcomm’s legal argument regarding the jury instructions that were given).
228
Id.
229
See id. at 699-700 (providing a basis for their decision in finding no error with
the jury instructions).
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arise in a potential joint infringement scenario. 230 Moreover, be‐
cause the intent portion of induced and contributory infringe‐
ment appears to be the same, an opinion‐of‐counsel may be
equally important to defend against any potential allegation of
contributory infringement. 231 Indeed, the Broadcom decision
suggests that there is an affirmative duty to obtain an opinion. 232
While an opinion‐of‐counsel will be important in defend‐
ing against a charge of induced or contributory infringement, one
should bear in mind that the existence of such an opinion alone
may not prevent the issue of induced or contributory infringe‐
ment from being a factual issue decided by a jury. 233 Additional‐
ly, even if an accused indirect infringer ultimately succeeds in
proving lack of intent when faced with an allegation of induced or
contributory infringement, this will only prevent the plaintiff
from receiving damages prior to a verdict. 234 If a jury otherwise
finds infringement, then at the time of the verdict, it becomes im‐
possible for the accused infringer to argue lack of intent for any
future infringement. 235 Thus, the plaintiff in such a situation
should still be able to receive an injunction and damages for fu‐
ture infringement. 236 Nonetheless, the ability of an opinion‐of‐

230

See id. at 699 (indicating that failure to obtain an opinion-of-counsel may be
probative of intent).
231
See Broadcom Corp., 543 F.3d at 699 (stating that an opinion-of-counsel is relevant to the intent analysis).
232
See id. at 699-700 (implying an obligation to seek advice of counsel because
failure to do so is indicative of intent).
233
See, e.g., nCube Corp. v. Seachange Int’l, Inc., 436 F.3d 1317, 1324-25 (Fed.
Cir. 2006) (affirming lower court’s finding of inducement despite reliance on the
opinion of outside counsel); Technology Patents, LLC v. Deutsche Telekom AG,
No. AW-07-3012, 2010 WL 3895338, at *5 (D. Md. Sept. 29, 2010) (finding that
“counsel’s opinion regarding infringement does not categorically shield Samsung
from liability” under § 271(b) and thus denying summary judgment of no induced
infringement where the defendant obtained an opinion of counsel).
234
See, e.g., Technology Patents, LLC, 2010 WL 3895338, at *4-5 (denying summary judgment because genuine dispute regarding Samsung’s intent to induce infringement).
235
See Illinois Cent. Gulf R.R. Co., v. Parks, 390 N.E.2d 1078, 1080-81 (Ind. App.
1979) (discussing estoppel by verdict and estoppels by judgment).
236
See Nat’l R.R. Passenger Corp. v. Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 288 F.3d 519, 525
(3rd Cir. 2002) (allowing offensive issue preclusion to pursue injunctive relief).
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counsel to potentially preclude pre‐verdict damages should nor‐
mally be a strong enough incentive to obtain one.
B. Litigation
The current state of the case law regarding joint infringe‐
ment also has implications for litigation. Defendants should care‐
fully review patent claims asserted in lawsuits to determine
whether multiple entities perform the steps. In many cases, the
determination of whether an element is performed by a certain
entity will not be obvious, and defendants therefore should seek
claim constructions of terms to clarify that multiple actors per‐
form the steps. 237 Additionally, as discussed above, a defendant
faced with potential joint infringement and indirect infringement
allegations would be wise to obtain an opinion of counsel that it
does not infringe, which it can offer to show that it lacks the re‐
quisite intent to satisfy the indirect infringement allegations. 238
Also, if there is a contributory infringement allegation,
which requires one actor selling a component of the system, the
defendants (and plaintiffs) also must focus on whether the com‐
ponent has “substantial non‐infringing uses.” 239 If a component
is sold or offered for sale that also has a substantial non‐
infringing use, then there can be no contributory infringement by
the company that sells it. 240
A patentee in litigation has its own unique considerations.
Mainly, it should try to assert system claims, if they are available,
in addition to any method claims. 241 Because the court in Centil
lion determined that for system claims, the “use” of an element is

237

See Datapoint Corp. v. Standard Microsystems Corp., 31 Fed. App’x 685, 695
(Fed. Cir. 2002) (noting the complexity at the intersection of claim construction
and infringement analysis).
238
See Broadcom Corp., 543 F.3d at 699 (indicating that a party’s failure to obtain
opinion of counsel may be probative of intent).
239
See 35 U.S.C. § 271(c) (highlighting one aspect of contributory infringement).
240
See id. (indicating the circumstances in which use will not constitute contributory infringement).
241
See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1282 (discussing system claims); McKesson Techs.,
2011 WL 1365548 at *1284-85 (discussing method claims).
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where it is put into service, a plaintiff asserting a system claim
will not need to rely on joint infringement and vicarious liability
for system claims. 242
On the other hand, even for system claims, plaintiffs face
hurdles. A patentee may need to bring suits against customers of
the company it believes is the true infringer, rather than that
company. 243 Alternatively, or additionally, it may need to rely on
theories of induced or contributory infringement to successfully
assert infringement against a defendant company if it is that
company’s customers that directly infringe the system claims. 244
In either case, another hurdle the patentee faces is proving that
the customers actually infringe, which is necessary to show direct
infringement, even if relying on an inducement theory. 245

242

See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1285 (highlighting that after Centillion, system
claims can be easier to prove).
243
See Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1317-18 (illuminating difficulty of pursuing patent claims when infringement is divided).
244
See BMC Res. Inc., 498 F.3d at 1379 (illustrating an alternative route to claiming patent infringement).
245
See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1285-86 (quoting “We note that, although the customers ‘use’ the system as a matter of law, this does not settle the issue of infringement. . . . ”); see also, e.g., ACCO Brands, Inc. v. ABA Locks Mfr. Co., 501
F.3d 1307, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (finding that an expert’s testimony that the
“natural and intuitive way to employ” the accused product was insufficient to prove
direct infringement); E-Pass Techs., Inc. v. 3Com Corp., 473 F.3d 1213, 1222 (Fed.
Cir. 2007) (finding that evidence from product manuals was insufficient to show
direct infringement); SRI Int’l Inc. v. Internet Security Sys., 647 F. Supp. 2d 323,
342-44 (D. Del. 2009) (reversing jury verdict of induced infringement because
there was no evidence of infringement by customers); Minsurg Int’l, Inc. v. Frontier Devices, Inc., No. 8:10-cv-1589-T-33 (EAJ), 2011 WL 486120, at *3 (M.D. Fl.
Feb. 7, 2011) (determining that there was no inducement because the plaintiff
failed to provide a single affidavit of a surgeon confirming the use of the system);
but see Symantec Corp. v. Computer Assoc. Int’l, Inc., 522 F.3d 1279, 1292-93
(Fed. Cir. 2008) (finding because the product manual encouraged the customer to
use the device in an infringing way and there were no non-infringing uses, a genuine issue of material fact still existed regarding whether the customer infringed,
even though no actual evidence of infringement by a specific customer was offered); Lucent Techs., Inc. v. Gateway, Inc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1317-19 (Fed. Cir.
2009) (holding that evidence of direct infringement based on circumstantial evidence of providing customers with instructions to use the product in the infringing
manner may be sufficient).
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Furthermore, as discussed above, plaintiffs also need to
focus on the intent requirement of both types of indirect in‐
fringement. 246 They must be able to show that the defendant at
least knew of the patent, and they will also need to focus on
showing that the defendant could not have believed that the pa‐
tent was not infringed. 247
Additionally, even at the outset of litigation, a plaintiff may
need to make sure that it pleads induced or contributory in‐
fringement with sufficient specificity, 248 as a number of courts
have found that these causes of action are subject to a higher
pleading standard than required to plead direct infringement. 249

246

See, e.g., Global-Tech Appliances, Inc., 131 S. Ct. at 2062; Aro Mfg. Co., 377
U.S. at 488; Spansion, 629 F.3d at 1355; DSU Med. Corp., 471 F.3d at 1304, 1305;
Metabolite Labs., Inc., 370 F.3d at 1365; Manville Sales Corp., 917 F.2d at 553;
Hewlett-Packard Co., 909 F.2d at 1469 (discussing the intent requirement for contributory and inducement infringement).
247
See, e.g., Aro Mfg. Co., 377 U.S. at 488; DSU Med. Corp., 471 F.3d at 1304,
1305 (elucidating additional burden on plaintiff to prove infringement).
248
See Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007) (noting,
“[f]actual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative
level”); Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1950 (2009) (setting forth that, “only a
complaint that states a plausible claim for relief survives a motion to dismiss”).
249
See, e.g., Tech. Licensing Corp. v. Technicolor USA, Inc., No. CIV. 2:03-1329
(WBS) (EFB), 2010 WL 4070208, at *3 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 18, 2010) (granting motion
for judgment on pleadings because the “[p]laintiff has not alleged third-party direct
infringement (required for success on both indirect claims), defendant’s knowing
inducement and intent to encourage infringement (required for inducement of infringement), or defendant’s knowledge of a combination’s infringement and lack of
substantial non-infringing uses (required for contributory infringement)”); Anticancer, Inc. v. Fujifilm Med. Sys. U.S.A., Inc., 745 F. Supp. 2d 1165, 1170 (S.D.
Cal. 2010) (granting motion to dismiss on contributory infringement allegation because the plaintiff “has not pled any facts which would establish that the devices at
issue are not ‘suitable for substantial non-infringing use’”); XPoint Techs., Inc. v.
Microsoft Corp., 730 F. Supp. 2d 349, 357 (D. Del. 2010) (dismissing claims for
indirect infringement against those defendants where the complaint failed to allege
factual allegations supporting the claims); In re Bill of Lading Transmission and
Processing Sys. Patent Litig., 695 F. Supp. 2d 680, 685 (S.D. Ohio 2010) (dismissing indirect infringement claims because the “allegations . . . measured against the
elements . . . [were] insufficient under Twombly and Iqbal to plausibly state a
claim”); Best Medical Int’l, Inc. v. Accuray, Inc., No. 2:10-cv-1043, 2011 WL
860423, *8 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 9, 2011) (dismissing count asserting induced infringe-
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For method claims, plaintiffs, like defendants, may need to
focus on claim construction issues, with the plaintiff seeking con‐
structions that clarify that the claim is performed by only one ac‐
tor. 250 For example, if a claim element requires that something is
“displayed” on a user’s computer, with all other steps being expli‐
citly performed by a service provider, the plaintiff might seek a
construction which sets forth that “display” includes the service
provider causing the display to occur on the user’s computer,
while the defendant might seek a construction that “display” is
necessarily performed by the user’s computer. 251 Similarly, if a
claim element requires that a message is “communicated,” with
all other steps explicitly performed by a telephone provider, the
plaintiff might seek a construction which sets forth that “commu‐
nicate” includes the telephone provider causing the message to
be sent over telephone lines, while the defendant might seek a
construction that “communicate” is something done by the au‐
thor that writes the message itself. 252 As discussed below, clear‐
er claim drafting can sometimes eliminate these issues from the
outset. 253 Additionally, plaintiffs may need to carefully investi‐
gate whether a defendant actually directs and controls any other
entity that may perform some of the steps of the claim. Although
it may be difficult to prove an agency relationship, in some cases
it may be possible, or at least it may be a factual issue that is
submitted to the jury.
C. Counseling
The joint infringement cases also create an issue for attor‐
neys to consider when drafting contracts. If a company is con‐
tracting with another to perform some step of an overall process,
from a patent infringement perspective, it may be beneficial to
ment for failing to alleged specific intent, among other insufficiently pled allegations).
250
See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1286-87 (explaining that for a method patent a single
party must complete all of the steps in the process for a court to find infringement).
251
See BMC Res., 498 F.3d at 1381 (suggesting that parties can avoid infringement
claims by asserting preference for proper claim drafting).
252
See id. (finding that a well drafted claim can help to avoid issues in proving infringement later on).
253
See infra Part C (discussing how counseling could eliminate issues from the outset of a patent)
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clarify in the contract that there is no agency relationship. 254 Al‐
so, the contract should not specify that the party is required to
perform the steps. 255 If drafted in this manner, the company may
be able to avoid infringement of a method claim that requires
performance of steps by both companies. 256 Of course, there
may be reasons outside of patent law why such provisions would
not be desirable, but it is, at least presently, wise to consider that
issue when drafting such contracts.
D. Claim Drafting
Finally, the present law concerning joint infringement ob‐
viously creates some important issues for claim drafting. In view
of Centillion, it is wise to draft at least some claims as “system”
claims because such claims may not be subject to divided in‐
fringement at all. 257
Additionally, claim drafters should carefully attempt to
draft claims in a manner such that a single entity performs all the
steps. 258 For example, if data is being transmitted and received,
to avoid divided infringement caused by the receiving entity per‐
forming some of the steps, claims can often be drafted with a step
such as “transmitting the data to the receiver,” rather than “re‐
ceiving the data.” 259 As the Federal Circuit stated, “a claim that

254

See infra notes 256, 258, 262 and accompanying text (providing how claims can
be constructed depending on facts of case).
255
See Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1286-87 (reiterating elements of infringement of method claims).
256
See id. at 1287 (finding “for infringement to be found when more than one party
performs the steps of a method claim, an agency relationship or other contractual
obligation to perform the steps must exist”).
257
See id. (implying system claims have less proof requirements than method
claims).
258
See BMC Resources, 498 F.3d at 1381 (noting that “[a] patentee can usually
structure a claim to capture infringement by a single party” by “focus[ing] on one
entity”).
259
See SIRF Tech., Inc. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 601 F.3d 1319, 1329-30 (Fed. Cir.
2010) (finding that the claim elements “communication [sic] [of] the satellite
ephemeris to a mobile GPS receiver at a second location” and “transmitting the
formatted data to a remote receiver,” while only possible if the customer forwards
the data to the end user and the end user downloads the data, the fact that other par-
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reads ‘An algorithm incorporating means for receiving e‐mails’
may require two parties to function, but could nevertheless be in‐
fringed by the single party who uses an algorithm that receives e‐
mails.” 260
Some apparatus claims also can be written in a manner
such that an accused device merely be capable of operating in a
certain mode infringes, rather than including language with a
structural limitation that is implemented by a second party.
Thus, for example, the claim language of the patent in Cross Medi
cal that included a lower bone interface that was “operatively
joined” to (in contact with) a bone segment could have been al‐
tered such that it was merely capable of being operatively joined
to a bone segment. 261 This change of language likely would have
avoided divided infringement because it would no longer be rele‐
vant that, for the accused products, the bone segment and bone
interface were connected by the second party—the surgeons per‐
forming the operations. 262
Another drafting consideration is to potentially omit cer‐
tain steps in a process as claim elements entirely if they are per‐
formed by a second entity. 263 There may be drawbacks, however,
if this omits a significant part of the invention, including making
it more difficult to demonstrate that the claims satisfy 35 U.S.C. §§
102 and 103, and later, potentially smaller damages for infringe‐
ment if the infringed process is also a smaller part of a larger
process. 264
ties perform the forwarding or downloading did not preclude a finding of direct infringement).
260
Uniloc, 632 F.3d at 1309.
261
See Cross Medical, 424 F.3d at 1299, 1305-06 (discussing at length what exactly “operatively joint” meant in the context of this particular patent).
262
See id. at 1311 (contrasting the claim language with the language of the patent in
Intel Corp. v. ITC, 946 F.2d 821, 832 (Fed. Cir. 1991), in which the term “programmable selection means” required only that the accused device be capable of
operating in the enumerated mode).
263
See, e.g., Centillion, 631 F.3d at 1283-84; Akamai Techs., 629 F.3d at 1318-19;
Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co., 303 F.3d at 1304-05 (providing case law that discusses
infringement by multiple parties if pleaded).
264
See, e.g., Mobil Oil, 367 F. Supp. at 230-232 (indicating that inadequately defining a claim can be raised as a defense by the infringing party).
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VI. Conclusion
The law regarding “joint” or “divided” infringement is
complex, especially when combined, as it often is, with the law
regarding indirect infringement, and that complexity has been
demonstrated by the cases decided over the last several years
that set forth various rules for addressing joint infringement.
Some of these rules may change or be clarified by the upcoming
en banc rulings by the Federal Circuit in Akamai and McKesson.
Either way, patent holders and practitioners should be aware of
the issues so that they can properly address them in claim draft‐
ing, litigation tactics, decision‐making regarding seeking opinions
of counsel and contract drafting.

